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Automated investment services continue to grow
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Source: 2019 Netwealth AdviceTech Report

Managed accounts use by advice firms 
has increased year on year
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When we are discussing managed accounts we are really talking about the evolution of model portfolios and in some way the mass personalisation of MDAs.Based on Netwealth’s experiences these new investment structures are being utilised more and more at the expense of the development of bespoke highly customised one to one portfolios.The nature of managed accounts is that although the may not have the unfettered customisation of asset selected, the business benefits are substantial.This is illustrated by the fact that use of managed accounts by advice firms has grown in consecutive years since 2011 according to Investment Trends.  And in the 2019 Netwealth AdviceTech Report we observed usage increase from 39.3% to 43.5% of all advice firms.



Suitable for all types of all clients

31%

5%

32%

14%

20%

19%

11%

21%

7%

40%

Number of
accounts

Sum of FUM

$1M+

$500K-$1M

$250K-$500K

$100K-$250K

0-$100K

76-100 per cent, 24%

51 - 75 per cent, 22%

Cash
4%

ASX listed security
14%

ETF 24%
Managed funds

57%

Managed funds & ETFs are a 
popular investment choice

Managed accounts are 
suitable for balance of all sizes

The proportion of clients on 
managed accounts is 

significant

Source: 2019 Financial Standard Managed Accounts survey Source: Netwealth managed accounts data, as at 31 July 2019

46% 81%
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Further, almost (46 per cent) use managed accounts for more than half of their client base.  Which supports the notion that managed accounts are appropriate for a variety of client segments – not just lower balanced clients.  In fact according to Netwealth’s own data, we see an increasing use of managed accounts for more sophisticated and high net worth clients.  For instance of 40% of Netwealth’s managed account FUA is with accounts that have a balance of over $1m.And a reason for this is increased diversity of assets available via a managed account. From ETFs to international securities to unlisted managed funds.  And if the mature US managed account market is anything to go by, this proliferation in assets will continue to hybrids and the like.  Its really just a matter of the technology evolving.



1 Better overall outcome for the client

2 Improve practice efficiency

3 Improved transparency

4 Lower admin fees for the client

5 Improved risk management

6 Better portfolio performance

7 Lower admin costs for the practice

8 Better taxation management

Scaled practice efficiency and customer engagement

0.8%

3.4%

3.4%

8.5%

10.2%

73.7%

Additional revenue stream

Better tax outcomes for clients

Clients have improved
understanding of their
investment portfolio

Better client engagement

Better trading efficiency

Improved efficiency

Business benefit of managed accounts
% by those that use

Source: 2019 Financial Standard Managed Accounts surveySource: 2019 Netwealth AdviceTech Report

Business benefit of managed accounts
Ranked by those that use
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Ultimately, financial advisers look to a managed account option to improve their business efficiency and their clients’ experience, and to solidify their investment proposition.Wins like streamlined reporting, trading and tax efficiency are relatively obvious to a practice when managed accounts are first brought in house Both the 2019 Netwealth AdviceTech Survey and the 2019 Rainmaker Managed Accounts survey support this where advisers told us managed accounts brought:Improved business efficiency, cost management and complianceImproved trading efficiency And better client engagement through improved outcomes, transparency, portfolio understanding and even lower costsA more efficient, customer centric and scaleable business will ultimately be a more commercial viable business. 



So what do managed 
accounts look like in 
practice?
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Presentation Notes
So what do managed accounts look like in practice?Well to start we thought we explain a little bit about the mechanics of managed accounts and what happens behind the scenes.  There is a misnomer that it simply an algorithm applied to an account and everything happens automatically via a rebalancing engine.  At Netwealth we wish this was the case, but unfortunately there is still a lot of administration and human resources working with technology behind the scenes.  At Netwealth we have 7 people dedicated to running our managed accounts technology.Let me take you through some of the things that happen…



Mandates can include:
• Min/max. number of stocks that 

can be held

• Liquidity ratios

• Credit ratings

• Whether ETFs, LICs, 
international are allowed

• Approved managed funds 

• Allocation ranges across 
different asset classes

Understanding model manager mandates

Managed account 
portfolio

Model 1

Model 2

Non managed 
account portfolio

ASX
Managed funds

Overseas
TDs

Super / Wrap Platform account

“Model of models”
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RE works closely with investment managerWhen we establish a model manager on the platform they provide a clear mandate for their model.  This can be made up of a number of things, including min and max number of stocks that can be held, liquidity ratios, credit ratings, whether ETFs or LICs are allowed, approved managed funds and of course the allocation ranges across different asset classes.Some platforms also allow managers to create models of models, this is in essence where one model is made up of sub managed account models.



Model 
manager 
changes 
checked in 
real-time

Change model screen
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When a manager periodically changes their investment mix within the model, the platform will do an automatic check to see whether the mandate has been breached or not.  AS illustrated in the following screens



Model 
manager 
changes 
checked in 
real-time

Summarised snapshot of flattened 
holdings for a “model of models”
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When a manager periodically changes their investment mix within the model, the platform will do an automatic check to see whether the mandate has been breached or not.  AS illustrated in the following screens



Model 
manager 
changes 
checked in 
real-time

Mandate check result
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When a manager periodically changes their investment mix within the model, the platform will do an automatic check to see whether the mandate has been breached or not.  AS illustrated in the following screens



Model 
manager 
changes 
checked in 
real-time

Mandate check result - continued
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When a manager periodically changes their investment mix within the model, the platform will do an automatic check to see whether the mandate has been breached or not.  AS illustrated in the following screens



Technology + people = daily rebalancing

1:00AM 7:30AM 9:00AM 9:30AM 10:00AM 10:15AM 10:45AM 12:00PM 4:50-7:00PM

Floating 
asset 
allocation
Automated 
process using 
the previous 
days closing 
prices to 
calculate the 
floating asset 
allocation 
weights. This 
ensures a 
client doesn’t 
trade based 
on price 
movement of 
an asset/s.

Data quality 
check
MA Ops Team 
checks to 
ensure data is 
correct for 
rebalance.

Corporate 
actions
MA Ops Team 
ensures 
models have 
had any 
corporate 
actions 
implemented.

Model trade 
window 
closes
MA Ops Team 
completes 
analysis to 
ensure all 
trades are 
‘good to 
execute’. 

Rebalance 
review
Automated 
process where 
clients’ asset 
allocation are 
reviewed 
against their 
selected 
models.

Trade 
review
Any ASX 
trading halts 
announced 
are reviewed 
by MA Ops 
Team to 
determine if 
trade will be 
impacted. 

PLUS 
MA Ops Team 
review all 
assets being 
traded to 
identify any 
issues with 
liquidity or 
pricing.

ASX trade 
commences
ASX trades 
are provided 
to brokers 
with any 
potential 
liquidity issues 
highlighted.

Managed 
funds trade 
commences
Managed fund 
orders are 
sent off to 
managers and 
pending 
transaction 
placed in 
clients 
accounts.

Update 
client 
accounts
All trades 
executed for 
the day are 
filled in clients 
accounts.



Model manager wanted to change model weights, 
where all the trades were ETFs and of a significant 
value. 
• ETF trade $500,000+ can have liquidity issues

• The total trade value = $120m ($53m Buy / $67m Sell)

• The impact = 800 client accounts

Managed Account Ops Team 
• Modelled trades and rebalances to identify any 

liquidity issues.

• Discussed the trade with our broker and lined up 
issuers and market makers for each ETF that could 
facilitate a trade of this size as close to NAV (Net 
Asset Value).

When the trade happened, as a result of the 
discussions, clients were better off as they received 
pricing close to NAV and were not impacted by 
liquidity issues. 

A case study in being “hands-on”
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Take a situation where an advice firm is planning on executing a large tradeIn this instances our team get our hands ‘dirty’ and work directly with the adviser firm, the MA model manager, our broker and perhaps the market makers where they can be identified to execute the trade. We plan the trade. This specially true for ETFs so we can get as close to NAV as possible, that is to the current value and give clients the best possible outcomeA recent example when this happened was a client earlier this year:We were provided with the new model weights that SB wanted to implement at any point over a two week period which would trade across 800 client accounts.MA ops then modelled those trades through trial rebalances to identify any liquidity issues we would have.All the trades were ETFs and of a significant value. (Any trade in an ETF over $500,000 could have liquidity issues)Over the next few days we discussed the trade with our Broker and lined up Issuers and Market Makers for each ETF that could facilitate a trade of this size as close to NAV (Net Asset Value) as possible.One week later we received notice from SB that they wanted us to go to market the next business day with this trade. Since we had provided preliminary numbers to our broker and arranged market makers to facilitate the trade, clients were better off as they received pricing close to NAV and were not impacted by liquidity issues. 



Life after 
managed 
accounts
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Presentation Notes
At Netwealth we have many advisers using our managed account service, some using the public menu managed accounts and others relying on private label managed accounts as a holistic business solution.We speak ple,and observe them regularly.  I am now to share with you some of the pertinent insights as to what advisers should expect after they have implemented a managed account solution.  



The real-world impact of transparency

Source: 2018 Investment Trends Managed Accounts report

69%

59%

59%

49%

49%

47%

Transperancy

Engagement

Diversification

Listed investment
access

Professional
manager acces

Cost effectiveness

My clients think managed accounts 
benefit them in the following ways

Yes, 42%

Source: Netwealth AdviceTech Report 2019

My clients have an improved 
understanding of their investment 
portfolio after using MAs
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Almost 42 per cent of respondents to Netwealth’s AdviceTech Research Report said a key business benefit of using managed accounts is that clients have an improved understanding of their investment portfolio. No doubt, this is due to the transparency of managed accounts, and the detailed access to underlying holdings, fees and transactions so investment decisions are visible to both advisers and clients alike.This shift is particularly important as clients look for increased engagement and transparency. This is illustrated by recent market research from Investment Trends, where it found that across the range of benefits, advisers who have adopted managed accounts believe their clients most valued transparency (69%) and engagement (59%). Moreover having transparent offerings for clients is an amplified necessity in the current market, given the scathing findings of the Royal Commission.



Transparency isn’t for 
everyone

For:
• Those that want to be learn/be educated

• Those that like detail

• Those who like control

Don’t care:
• Those who have delegated control

Regardless…
• Proper onboarding

• Ongoing communication

Presenter
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Transparency is not for everyone. Clients with an uncomplicated learning style can find the transparency and expansive reporting and volume of data of managed accounts overwhelming.  For example, being able to see that you only own 3 Google shares (due to their price) can be confronting to some.If you consider the types of clients you have, you can be better prepared when rolling out your managed accounts service.For your clients that are keen on being educated and coached, they will be keen to understand where there money is going and will like the transparency.  However for these clients you will need to onboard them properly explain to them the details in the report and how to interpret them.  You will need to set their expectations correctly.For clients who like control, managed accounts are an obvious choice as they will love the transparency.However for those clients who may have outsourced or delegated the entire investment function to you, transparency will not be a selling point.  For these people, the reliability of managed accounts will be more relevant. 



Building trust with managed accounts

Managed accounts delivers your articulated investment 
promise (as it relates to what you have agreed with your client):

• Consistently
• Reliably
• With transparency of process
• Treating clients all the same regardless of size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although transparency is a great way to build trust, the reliability of managed accounts is also another key factor in building trust.  We have seen advisers use this as a key selling point. And this value proposition will be more relevant to those that care less about transparency.The robustness of the process in mandate checking, the automation and the behind-the scenes human oversight ensures the managed account does deliver the investment promise.That is what you have agreed with your clients.  It is consistent, reliable and of most importantly scales with your client base – no client is left behind, as all trades happen concurrently.Ultimately your value proposition with managed accounts can improve client confidence and engagement, with the potential for real business cost savings.



Improving client engagement

Source: Investment Trends, 2018 Planner 
Business Model Report and 

2018 Managed Account Report

109

132

Non-users Users of MA

Adviser can service more clients after 
using Managed Accounts

Advisers have more time to spend on clients 
after using managed accounts

Adviser can use time for client and revenue 
generating activities

12.4 hours saved
4.8 hours spent on 

client/revenue generating
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Market research indicates that one of the main upsides that advisers have encountered after implementing a managed account solution was an increase in the time they had to devote and make available to their clients.According to recent research by Investment Trends, managed accounts can save up to 12.4 hours per week.  With this time advisers can get more involved with their clients, have more frequent conversations and assure their clients that they are getting the value they are paying for.Research suggests that advisers are able to service more clients as a result of managed – up from an average of 109 to 132 as a result of MA. And this echoed by clients.  For MA users client perception is on the rise, with the AdviceTech Research Report showing that 47.3 per cent of advisers report better client engagement as a result of implementing a managed accountChart #1 Advisers have more time to spend on clients  after using managed accountsKeeping up to date with markets  1 Selecting/researching investment  1.62 Investment administration work  1.75 Preparing SoAs  1.24 Preparing RoAs  1.54 Following up clients for signatures/approvals  1.04 Communicating portfolio changes to clients  1.13 Generating reports for client reviews  1.15 Other compliance work  1.22 Other activities relating to my business  0.71 Total saved =12.4Chart #2 (Adviser can use time for client and revenue generating activities)Hours Meeting new and potential clients 1.1 Ongoing client engagement 0.9 Practice development/management 0.8 Upskilling/professional development 0.7 Marketing 0.7 Establishing referral arrangements 0.6 Total time spent on revenue generating activities  =4.8 



To outsource or in-source?

Yes, 
88.0%

Does your practice or AFS 
Licensee have an investment 

committee to help guide how MA 
models are selected, designed or 

monitored?
Off the shelf, 

pre-made 
models

41%

Bespoke or 
tailored 
models

59%

If you provide MA models to your 
clients are these:

29.4%

33.3%

41.2%

A combination of
the above

In-house

Outsource to a
service provider

How do you administer Managed 
Accounts within your Practice?

Source: 2019 Financial Standard Managed Accounts survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turning our attention to how you would run a MA in your business / Establishing and setting up a managed account in your business requires a strong investment philosophy.  You will need a high level of conviction in the investment manager and the strategy as you generally will use the managed account model for a significant number of your clients.From our observation and recent Rainmaker research we see advisers are using bespoke models, or what we refer to as private label managed accounts slightly more than off the shelf models.  These bespoke models are established and constructed by the AFSL or practice and or unique to the business.  Whilst off the shelf or retail managed accounts come from a variety of well known investment managers, with a range of strategies and underlying asset classes.We have also see a mixture of advice firms bring the function of investment management in house whilst many outsource to asset consultants, with that said, the vast majority will have an investment committee (88%) to help guide which managed account models are selected and how they are designed and monitored



Focus and discipline

• A clear investment philosophy

• Experienced staff

• A commitment to innovate and change

• AND most importantly have the focus and discipline 
to get their team trained up, and their clients 
onboarded to the solution.  

• The real benefits can be realised when the majority 
of your client base is using the same scaleable
system.

Presenter
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We have observed that those that have embraced managed accounts and have designed bespoke solutions will have the following characterises:A clear investment philosophyExperienced staffResources who can manage the compliance, day to day operationsAND most importantly have the focus and discipline to get their team trained up, and their clients onboarded to the solution.  The real benefits can be realised when the majority of your client base is using the same scaleable system



Shifting from investment experts to goals based advice

Instead advisers need to leverage technology and 
outsourcing to deliver real value to clients in the 
following way:
• Holistic and customised advice

• Exceptional service

• Investment performance to achieve their goals

• Reasonable fees

• A trusting relationship

“If we ignore and try to hold 
on to stock selection as
being the reason we are 
here, we are going to die 
with the old. We will no 
longer be relevant. We have 
to evolve.”
- Tabitha Tworek (insert title and company)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advice industry has been evolving to a goals-based advice model for some time but it is yet to be fully embraced, however managed accounts might be the shot in the arm the industry needs to take us there.In today’s age of automated investment services, being an asset allocator or transactional support is simply not good enough. Instead advisers need to leverage technology and outsourcing to deliver real value to clients in the following way:Holistic and customised advice;Exceptional service;Performance to achieve their goals;Reasonable fees; andA trusting relationship“The future will reward those that deliver advice beyond investing. That means comprehensive financial planning needs to be front and centre,” US-based advisory veteran and president of the Capozzi Advisory Group, Rick Capozzi.“If we ignore and try to hold on to stock selection as being the reason we are here, we are going to die with the old. We will no longer be relevant. We have to evolve,” Tabitha adds. 



“Managed accounts provide 
advisers the opportunity to 
implement a robust, repeatable 
and efficient investment process. 
If implemented correctly, this 
should free up significant time 
within the practice and in turn 
allow advisers to focus on the 
important strategic financial 
decisions facing their clients.”

- Neal Dunne, Director, Moore Stephens 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At Netwealth we have many advisers using our managed account service, some using the public menu managed accounts and others relying on private label managed accounts as a holistic business solution.We speak and observe them regularly.  I am now to share with you some of the pertinent insights as to what advisers should expect after they have implemented a managed account solution.  





|   netwealth

The views expressed in this presentation are those of the author and presenter and do not necessarily reflect those of 
Netwealth Investments Limited’s. It is a general summary only and contains opinions on public available information and 
services. It is not advice nor an endorsement of any product or service.

In this presentation while we feature a number of new technologies, they are not necessarily a recommendation that they 
are right for your business, you should understand the way they work, their privacy policy and security arrangements before 
making decisions on whether to use these in your business.

Netwealth Investments Limited (Netwealth) who is a provider of superannuation and investment products and services, 
and information contained within this presentation about Netwealth’s services is of a general nature which does not take 
into account your individual objectives, financial situation or needs. Any person considering a financial product or service 
from Netwealth should obtain the relevant disclosure document at www.netwealth.com.au and consider consulting a 
financial adviser before making a decision before deciding whether to acquire, dispose of, or to continue to hold, an 
investment in any Netwealth product.
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